2014 IACA conference is July 24-26 in the Bahamas

The International Association of Comprehensive Aesthetics 2014 annual meeting will be at The Atlantis Resort in Paradise Island, Bahamas, from July 24–26. The event will be held on the Imperial Conference Level, located between the Coral and Beach towers.

The IACA strives for dental excellence through higher education via a variety of lectures, panel discussions and workshops for dental professionals and their team members. Whether you have achieved the highest levels of dental training or are just beginning your journey in the areas of esthetics, occlusion and neuromuscular dentistry, by the end of this meeting, the quality of care that you will be able to provide your patients will notably increase, according to the meeting organizers. This year’s 10-year anniversary meeting will honor Dr. Ron Jackson with a lifetime achievement award for his commitment to education in occlusion and neuromuscular dentistry. You can learn more at www.theiaca.com/conferenceinformation. (Source: IACA)
Core I: Advanced Functional Dentistry –  
The Power of Physiologic Based Dentistry 

The Future of Dentistry Awaits You

The LVI Core I program encompasses the principles in physiologic restorative concepts creating excellence in care for your patients and prosperity for you. This program will start you on a path to greater understanding and enjoyment of our profession while creating loyal, enthusiastic and grateful patients!

This exciting three-day, hands-on program shows you how to evaluate cases and educate your patients for advanced restorative dentistry and more comprehensive case acceptance. For many of your patients you will learn how to eliminate a lifetime of pain that no other medical professional has been able to address, and for some learn how you can actually save their lives!

In essence, become a mouth doctor with ability to do things you never were taught in dental school. You have patients in your practice RIGHT NOW that can benefit from these concepts and you have the opportunity to change their lives starting the day you return to your office.

Dr. Bill Dickerson, Dr. Heidi Dickerson and Dr. Mark Duncan will present this information in a practical, easy to understand manner where you will feel comfortable presenting these exciting and practice building new options to your patients on Monday. Don’t miss this golden opportunity to find out about this incredible world of dentistry that awaits you!

Core I guarantee: We are so sure you will be satisfied with this course that we offer a money back guarantee!

“LVI has given me a new driving force in my career. It has recharged my enthusiasm for dentistry and made me realize that my career choice was not a mistake.”
—Dr. Charles Shin, Stouffville, ON

“I wish I would have attended LVI earlier in my career. I still have time to make a difference but this info is too valuable to not be used throughout an entire dental career.”
—Dr. Tim Stammman Algonquin, IL

“Not only did I learn what I didn’t know about dentistry, I learned how to help my own long history of pain in the head and neck. Thanks for the missing link.”
—Dr. Paul Bell, Denver, CO

TO REGISTER

Email Concierge@lviglobal.com or Call 888.584.3237
www.LVIGlobal.com

Follow LVI TV for your weekly dental news @ youtube.com/user/lviv

ADA CERP® Continuing Education Recognition Program

Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies, LVI Global, is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider. ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. Concerns or complaints about a CE provider may be directed to the provider or to ADA CERP at www.ada.org/cerp.
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ADEA offering two meetings in Barcelona

International Workshop, Sept. 14; International Women’s Leadership Conference, Sept. 14–16

The American Dental Education Association (ADEA) is hosting two meetings for today’s globally minded dental education and research communities: the 5th ADEA International Women’s Leadership Conference (IWLC) and the ADEA International Workshop.

Both events — being held at the Renaissance Barcelona Fira Hotel from Sept. 14–16, in Barcelona, Spain — will focus on professional development, leadership strategies, cross-cultural connections and curricular reform to help chart dentistry’s future course.

Hundreds of dental educators, leaders and practitioners from around the world are expected to come together with ADEA experts, other thought leaders and emerging pioneers in dental education and research for the two conferences, which are separate in theme and focus.

In its fifth year, with the theme of “Global Health Through Women’s Leadership,” the ADEA IWLC is a three-day conference providing insight and perspectives on how women are forging new pathways to help advance future generations and produce better health outcomes globally.

Participants — including both men and women — will explore research-based and practical strategies related to gender and the roles of women leaders in dentistry worldwide through plenaries, working groups and skills-building sessions.

Building on a long-standing collaboration with the Association for Dental Education in Europe, the ADEA International Workshop is a one-day event discussing change and innovation in dental education. With the theme “A Global Perspective on Leading Change and Innovation in Dental Education,” this meeting also presents an opportunity to further expand on ongoing efforts being championed through the ADEA Commission on Change and Innovation in Dental Education, which was created in 2005 to facilitate transformation in the education of dental professionals so they graduate with the competencies required to meet future oral health needs of the public.

For more information and to register for the 5th ADEA International Women’s Leadership Conference and ADEA International Workshop visit www.adea.org/Barcelona.

Follow ADEA on Twitter at @ADEAweb using #ADEA2014 and #IWLC14.

(Source: ADEA)

Changes at 2014 Winter Clinic include new downtown venue

The 77th Annual Winter Clinic, the largest one-day dental convention in North America, is on the move, with its 2014 meeting set for Friday, Nov. 14, at the Toronto Sheraton Centre.

This year’s clinical program covers a broad spectrum of topics, including an examination of the way digital technology is transforming workflow; demonstrations of cutting-edge tools and equipment; specialized techniques for prosthetic tooth repositioning, the use of lasers in peri-odontal therapy; a discussion of X-rays as a diagnostic tool; advice on the latest legal requirements for health and safety in the dental office; and how to meet the demands of your modern dental practice through healthy habits and humor.

You can bring the whole team to share the knowledge. The single-day event features 24 separate programs in contemporary dentistry, offering something for all.

(Source: Toronto Academy of Dentistry)

Greater New York Dental Meeting keeps expanding

By Jayme McNiff Spicciati
Program Manager, GNYDM

New events scheduled for the 2014 Greater New York Dental Meeting include:

• The World Implant Expo, four days of innovations in implantology
• An expanded ColLABoration Dental Laboratory Meeting, bringing together dentists and lab technicians.
• An expanded exhibit floor with more than 1,700 booths and 700 companies.

The new World Implant Expo will be held simultaneously with the main Greater New York Dental Meeting, from Nov. 28 through Dec. 3. ColLABoration, the dental laboratory meeting, is expected to surpass its inaugural 2013 numbers: 1,183 technicians and technican students and 50 exhibitor booths. The 2014 GNYDM exhibit hall dates are Nov. 30 through Dec. 3.

Again for 2014, the GNYDM, which is sponsored by the New York County Dental Society and Second District Dental Societies, will remain free of any registration fee. Other distinctions that make the GNYDM stand out include:

• Only event with four-day exhibit hall.
• More than 300 educational programs.
• One C.E. unit can be earned by exploring the exhibit floor.
• Eight “Live Patient Demonstrations.”
• Multilingual programs (in Spanish, Russian, Portuguese, French and Italian).

Learn more at www.gnydm.com